
Frequently Asked Questions 

Testmoz 

1. Which one is better for making quiz... till now we learn from day one? 

Ans:  It depends on you and the situation, in my opinion, for smaller group (less than 100), testmoz is 
better,  for larger people, Google forms, for Equations and Math support Edmodo quiz. 

2. What happens if we enable case sensitive grading? 

Ans: Then Nine is different from nine, for example. So students may loose marks if we don’t provide 
clear instructions. 

3. How many students can be enrolled in this system or online exam? 

Ans:  No limit on number students taking exam, but in free version, only 100 results we can, for 
example 1500 students have given the test, only first 100 results we can see. In premium version, 
there is no restriction on results view. 

4. If testmoz is open for all, then someone is trying to enter name as ABC and disturbing the test 
there are chances of many duplication. Is there a wayout this problem? 

Ans: You can ask their e-mail ids, instead of names. 

5. How can we evaluate the essay type question? Everything is automatically evaluated but essay 
type question in the test remains unevaluated. 

Ans: Essay question should be evaluated manually after going to results section.  Goto results page, 
then under essay question, you will see question mark symbol, click to see the answer of that 
particular students and give marks. 

6. Access control ...which one should be preferred particularly for our class students:  email address 
option or unique identifier? 

Ans:  If they have unique enrolment I'd, then always good to choose this option. 

7. How we can see( overview) all work we have done in Testmoz work 

Ans:  whenever you want to access your test page, go through the url generated and login as an 
adminstrator with password 

8. Once created quiz in testmoz we get URL and password then how can we share to students and is 
there any app like Google classroom by which they can attend to test 

Ans:  You can share in your students WhatsApp group or Google classroom if you have or any means 
of messaging. 

9.  Testmoz is mobile friendly. Clarify this concept. 

Ans: Yes, it is very much mobile friendly for both teachers as well as students, doesn't require high 
speed internet too. 



 

10.  Teacher password and students passcode will be same or should be different. Please reply 

Ans: Better to set differently, because students may login into administrator page. Students are 
more smart now a days. 

11. How we can save all the tests conducted for a specific class.  We have to remember all the topic 
along with  password. Whether there is any other solution to keep all the test data 

Ans: Each test has separate url, of course you can have common password. No provision to see all 
the test results at one place for free users. But in premium account, you can see all the test results at 
one place. 

12. Pass code will be new every time we set new questions? 

Ans: Passcode is same even after changing or adding the questions. But better to share with 
students only after you are confirmed that all questions are correctly typed 

13. I cannot login once logged out. Pls help. 

Ans: Enter URL then click on administrator and then login with password 

14. Do we need to create separate url for each test? Do we have any option of creating a permanent 
account? 

Ans: Yes separate url for each test. Go for premium account. 

15.  I used testmoz, and it is really easy method for online exam. Thank you. 

Ans:  Nice to hear that. Hope you use it now onwards. 

16. After completion of this course for how many days this course material ppt & lecture will be 
available 

Ans:  We don't know about that, but videos will be available on my youtube account for longer time, 
you can subscribe our channel, if you want to watch later, and for new videos. 

17. How can edit password for students in testmoz?? 

Ans: Login as adminstrator, then change password by going to access control 

18. Can I add audio-video  and html  code ? 

Ans: You can add images  in free mode, but only from images available from website, not from your 
computer or mobile. 

19. In testmoz, I am preparing quiz, but before generating url, that page is shut down because of my 
mistake. Whether it is possible to go in again? 

Ans:  If you have url you can access from administrator page, if you don't have url then not possible. 



 

20. I published my test without previewing. How can i go back and preview my test? 

Ans: Once it published you can't preview. But if you want to preview, login as a student and check 
the questions.  

21. Is it safe if we create a pass code  our self and give it to students 

Ans:  Teacher can only create passcode 

22. My subject is Hindi so please tell me how used Hindi typing, देवनागरी 

Ans: Select language as Hindi from the browser. 

23. Can questions to be add in the test after it is published? 

Ans:  Yes, it is possible, but not advisable after some students already taken the test. 

24. Is there any way to stop students copy the questions during quiz.. Means can we stop the copy 
and paste of paper? 

Ans: If students are taking exam in closed room with invigilator, then these tools are secure and 
students can't copy easily because of shuffle question and shuffle options.  But Security is always a 
concern on open platform and if students are taking test from different places, as they can copy 
answers in different ways. 

25. How long are tests stored? 

Ans: Test will be deleted if no one takes the test even once in a year time. 

26. If we publish once then this particular question paper become open for all... We can't use these 
same questions next time because students may save the copy of question paper in their device... Is 
any way to stop or disabled the saving or print of paper user device... 

Ans: This is available only for teacher, not for students. Students can't see this option while taking 
exam. 

 


